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THE RESOURCES AGENCY OF CALIFORNIA 
DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME 
MARINE RESOURCES REGION 
REPORT FOR THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY 1974 
The anchovy reduction quota of 100,000 tons for the Southern Permit Area 
was reached, and the fishery was closed at 1200 hours on Thursday, 
February 28. This is the first year the overall quota has been reached 
since the fishe~y started in 1965. -
A small bed of giant kelp (Macrocystis) plants, ranging from 2 months to 
2 years of age, was found in 10 to 15 feet of water near our kelp trans-
plant site at Abalone Cove. Most of these plants represent recruitments 
from transplants brought in during 1972 and 1973. 
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The 1973 Tahiti Aquath1etic Symposium 
Three Department of Fish and Game, Marine Resources Region scuba divers, 
Daniel W. Gotshall, Laurence L. Laurent and Robert Grossi; and Michael 
L. Johnson, Region 3 Fisheries Biologist, participated in the 1973 
Tahiti Aquath1etic Symposium held in Papeete, Tahiti from December 23, 
1973 through ~anuary 3, 1974. 
The general objectives of the scuba section of the symposium were to 
bring together an international working group on underwater recreation 
and conservation, as well as scuba divers to exchange knowledge, 
conduct research projects and to establish mutually beneficial bonds 
with Tahitian divers. It was hoped that this 'would serve as a fore-
runner of a 1974 Pan Pacific Aquathletic Symposium. The primary part 
of the symposium involved swimming teams from various Pacific Coast 
universities participating in competitive swimming meets, swimming 
clinics for Tahitian swimmers, and a nutritional experiment. 
The California Advisory Board on Underwater Parks and Reserves formed 
the nucleus of the scuba section, headed by Department of Parks and 
Recreation liaison to the Board, Charles Mehlert. The scuba group, 
composed of 36 diving biologists and photographers conducted under-
water surveys,· concentrating on photographic documentation during the 
day. Evenings were taken up with informal discussions on coral reef 
ecology, tropical fish identification, diving medicine and critique of 
the 1973 seminar. In addition, one night was devoted to an underwater 
film festival open to all symposium participants and the general public. 
Films were provided by various American underwater cinematographers. 
One of the highlights of the diving was a cooperative survey of a reef 
to determine the population of the Crown-of-Thorns, Acanthaster pZanci. 
Tahitian fisheries personnel had removed 5,000 animals from the reef 
in 1971. Our survey produced a population estimate of 244 animals. 
The most important result of the symposium was the chance to sit down 
with representatives of the Tahitian fishery service to discuss their 
work and begin planning cooperati.ve ecological surveys for the 197/+ 
symposium; and the development of an inexpensive photographic field 
guide to Tahitian reef animals from photographs • 
•••••Daniel W. Gotshall and Laurence L. Laurent 
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1. WILDLIFE PROTECTION 
A. Canneries: Anchovy fishing was excellent this period except for a 
couple of days of high winds. Most of the landings were taken from 
dense schools of fish close to port in the San Pedro area. Anchovy 
processors have been notified that the allotment of 100,000 tons for 
the southern zone will be reached, and the fishery will close at 
1200 hours on Thursday, February 28, 1974. This is the first year 
the overall quota has been reached since the fishery started in 1965. 
Price ranged from $57.50 to $47.50 per ton for an average of $52.50 
per ton for the season., 
Yellowfin tuna landings from local boats have started at Terminal 
Island. The first landing was from the seiner TOP WAVE at Pan Pacific 
Cannery with approximately 1100 tons. Yellowfin tuna landings at San 
Diego showed a large number of undersize fish. Reports from the 
fleet indicate a 'poor season to date. 
Mackerel fishing was poor this month, about 400 tons were landed on 
the 13th from the La Jolla area; however, squid landings were good. 
B. Market Fish: Squid landings continued to dominate in the San Pedro 
area. Los Angeles port authorities attempted to persuade local mar-
kets to install fish pumps to avoid effluent (ink) from entering 
harbor waters. 
Halibut landings in the San Pedro area picked up; most fish were in 
the 4-8 pound class, with a few fish up to 25 lbs. Lobster fishing 
has slowed, however, there are still many reports of illegal catches. 
Several good cases were made for illegal gear and undersize lobster. 
The crab fishery in San Francisco and Eureka was slow. The price 
increased to 90-95 cents per pound. 
There was a meeting in San Luis Obispo County with drag boat opera-
tors and net suppliers as the result of an arrest for illegal gear 
in the Santa Barbara area, mesh size being the main subject. Con-
cern is being shown in regard to overharvest of shrimp in the Santa 
Barbara area. Most trawlers are becoming interested in this fishery. 
c. Sportfish: Rockfish was still the major fish for this period. How-
ever,. there were several days when good catches of yellowtail were 
landed in the Santa Monica area. Salmon season opening in the San 
Francisco Bay area was fair; most fish were in the 8-10 pound class. 
Several citations were issued for short salmon. Clamming was good 
in southern California. Eleven arrests were made for overlimits 
of cockle~ in Ventura County. Two subjects were apprehended for 
750 cockles over the limit. This was the result of complaints by 
sportsmen. Clam and shellfish violations were up this period. 
D. Weather: Gale winds and heavy rains curtailed activities in northern 
California, also to some extent in sQuthern California. However, 
good weather prevailed throughout during the last half of the month. 
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E. Law Enforcement: The herring roe fishery was closed on January 31, 
1974 in the San Francisco area with a take of 534 tons. However, 
fishing continued on herring as bait un,til shut off by the Behr Bill 
on February 25, 1974. Fish tickets in Menlo Park showed a take of 
972 tons for bait. Herring fishing in Humboldt Bay and Crescent City 
is also causing problems, one gill net operator was cited for 
illegal gear in Humboldt Bay. 
Illegal lobster fishing is still a major complaint in southern 
California. However, fishing effort has been down this period. 
On the bright side, lobster fishermen in the San Diego area 
commended the Department for curtailing the robbing of lobster traps.  
There was an increase in the sea urchin and shrimp fishery in 
southern California; perhaps due to the abalone closure during 
February. 
Weather limited patrol boat actiVity during the first half of this 
period. The plB BLUEFIN was in for repairs during the last half of 
the period. All other patrol boats were operating normally. 
Law enforcement personnel attended a minimum of 15 meetings with 
sport and commercial interests during the reporting period. 
F. Pollution: During the reporting period there were 30 oil spills in 
the Los Angeles area. One chlorine gas spill in the Eureka area was 
also noted. Seven hundred and ~eventeen barrels were spilled by 
14 merchant vessels. There were twelve industrial spills involving 
1709 barrels of oil. Three barrels spilled by Naval- and unknown 
sources accounted for the balance. 
On February 19, 1974, 12 million gallons of raw sewage entered the 
Los Angeles Harbor area from a break in the sewage line, causing a 
quarantine of the entir'e area. There was also a raw sewage spill 
in the Buena Vista Lagoon in San Diego due to a pump station breakdown. 
2.  BOTTOMFISH 
A. Fishery 
Flatfish: Trawl effort increased in northern California. Vessel 
repairs by several San Francisco trawlers and conversion to spot 
prawn trawling by Santa Barbara vessels resulted in local declines 
in effort. 
Good catches of Dover sole were made off San Francisco, Eureka, and 
southern Oregon. Dover sole landings approached a million pounds 
for the month. Petrale and English sole catches were light at most 
por~s. 
Roundfish: Sablefish and thornyheads predominated catches at Fort 
Bragg and Eureka. San Francisco, Monterey, Morro Bay and Santa Bar-
bara landings were light to moderate in February. 
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Gill net vessels continued to operate in the Monterey area; catches 
were light early in the month but improved during the latter part. 
B. Research 
Flatfish: The paper "The Validity of Otoliths as Indicators of Age 
of Petrale Sole" was completed and submitted to the MRR editor. 
Increased effort to obtain 1973 trawler log records from the fleet 
resulted in the acquisition 0.£ almost all logs for reported landings. 
January trawler logs were edited and collated with landing receipts. 
Landings of Dover, petra1e, and English sole were sampled for size 
and age composition at major ports. 
Two Dover sole tagged off Eureka in 1970 were caught by fishermen 
near release areqs. 
Roundfish: Gill net and trawler catches of rockfish were sampled 
for species composition at major ports. Northern California catches 
were comprised of thornyheads, and black, darkblotched, and splitnose 
ro·ckfish·. At Monterey yellowtail and bocaccio were the main species 
in gill net catches while bocaccio dominated the trawl catches. 
Analyses of N. B. SCOFIELD gill net cruise data were continued. A 
slowdown was -caused by malfunctions in the desktop computer. 
3. SHELLFISH 
A. Fishery 
Crab: Landing receipts to date total 313,000 pounds for the 
San Francisco area. The price to the fishermen was raised from 
80¢ per pound to 95¢ per pound on February 4 where it remains. 
Most of the landings are now coming from water 10 to 25 fathoms 
in depth. 
Landings for northern California boats "frbnI 'Cr'"escent C'ity to Fort 
Bragg were approximately 88,000 pounds by mid-month. Many fisher-
men have already brought in their gear for the season due to the 
extremely poor catches. Price across the docks is 90¢ per pound. 
Shrimp: Ocean shrimp season closed. 
Landings.of spot pra~~s, PandaZus pZatyaeros, at Santa Barbara 
totaled 22,850 pounds through January 15. Fishing started 
December 6, 1973 with one vessel and another started on December 26. 
There are now 4 vessels in the fishery. Average catch per hour 
through January 15 was 170 pounds. Catches have been sporadic with 
landings as high as 3,400 pounds and. as low as 120 pounds. Fishing 
is taking place in the Santa Barbara channel, northeast of Santa 
Cruz Island in 100 to 130 fathoms of water. Additional fishing 
logs and receipts are expected from the last part of January and 
the first part of February. 
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Oysters: At Tomales Bay oystermen have been prevented from selling 
their oysters by the California Department of Public Health. High 
fecal coliform bacteria ,counts have curtailed sales since last November. 
Faulty dairying practices with regard to waste disposal appear to be 
the cause. Unfo~tunately. this curtailment of oyster sales comes at 
a time of the year when demand is high. 
Harvesting of oysters at Morro Bay resumed after a lull of almost 
10 months. Drakes Estero production is up considerably this year 
compared to the 2 previous years. 
A shipment of 570 meshed bags of Pacific oyster seed-bearing shell 
was received by one oyster company at Tomales Bay on February 14. 
The seed was produced at Sea Farms Incorporated hatchery at .Poulsbo, 
Washington. The seed was inspected for pests by Washington Depart-
ment of Fisheries biologists. 
Coast Oyster Company received the first of 20 truckloads of Pacific 
oyster seed from Hood Canal, Washington on February 25. 
B. Research 
Crab: Five tagged crabs were recovered this month off San Francisco. 
The time at liberty ranged from 594 to 957 days. 
Sampling was conducted in the Gulf of the Farallones aboard com-
mercial crab boats. During February the average catch was composed 
of 27% legal males, 47% sublegal males, and 26% females. The per-
centage of legal males dropped 16% from January. 
Ring netting and trawling for crabs in San Francisco and San Pablo 
Bays was conducted. Crabs were measured, sexed and condition noted. 
All of the crabs caught were of the 1973 year class. 
In northern California 3 tagged crabs were recovered by fishermen 
this month. Ali 3 were tagged and released off the Mad River on 
October 27, 1973 during the N. B. SCOFIELD crab cruise. Two of the 
3 were released in 20 fathoms and recovered in 6 fathoms off the 
Mad River. The third crab was tagged on the same transect in 15 
fathoms, but was recoverd 4 miles south of the Eel River in 10 
fathoms. None of the 3 crabs had molted. 
Shrimp: Samples of bay shrimp were obtained aboard the trawler 
MARCIA M. in San Pablo Bay. The shrimp were sexed, measured and 
weighed. ApprOXimately 50 to 60% of the female shrimp were gravid. 
Oysters: Experimental Eastern and Pacific oysters were cleaned and 
measured at the port of Redwood City. Most of the oysters have 
reached marketable size. Survival is excellent but growth has been 
negligible. Some of the oysters are 6 while others are almost 10 
years old. 
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4. ABALONE 
A seven day cruise was made to Anacapa and Santa Cruz Islands to 
survey traditional abalone fishing areas. Forty stations were sur-
veyed by scuba in depths ranging from near intertidal to 110 feet. 
Pink abalones were found in most kelp beds and the highest concen-
trations were seen near Frenchies Cove, Cat Rock, and the SW Point 
at Anacapa, and outside Middle Anchorage (Yellowbanks) at Santa Cruz 
Island. White abalones were common in 60 to 110 foot depths at Cat 
Rock and Yellowbanks and a few were seen as shallow as 20 feet at 
East Fish Camp. Good numbers of fast growing red abalones were found 
at Yellowbanks clumped amongst pinks in 20 to 60 foot deptps. Black 
abalones appeared to be very abundant at Anacapa Island in depths of 
10 feet and less. Emergent pinks and whites were picked during dives 
at Anacapa and transported to Long Beach where they were examined for 
length frequency, length/weight, foot weight, gonad weight, shell 
weight and reproductive condition. Of the 274 pinks collected at 
Anacapa, 9.5 percent were commercial legal and 28.5 percent were 
sport legal. 
The market sampling data collected during January was tabulated and 
analyzed this month. Length/weight indices, including total weight, 
foot weight, gonad weight and shell weight, were completed for four 
commercial species. Processed weight in pounds per dozen abalones 
was as follo~s: San Clemente pinks, 5.73; Santa Cruz pinks, 5.92; 
San Nicolas pinks 7.15; San Clemente greens, 5.97; Santa Rosa and San 
Miguel r~ds 10.61. 
Examination of foot tissue revealed that commercial divers bar cut 
approximately 18 percent of the pinks, 12 percent of the greens, 11 
percent of the reqs and .5 percent of the blacks picked during January. 
The MOLLUSK was hauled for repairs and bottom painting. The vessel 
was then run to Santa Barbara where it will be available to accompany 
our Channel Island cruises this year. 
5. LOBSTER 
Two overnight sets of 31 lobster traps were made at our study site 
near. the Isthmus on Santa Catalina Island. Recovered marked lobster 
exhibited no growth, indicating that molting has not occurred since 
marking was initiated in December. 
Gear trials conducted with two traps fitted with 2-3/8" x 11-1/4" 
escape ports indicate that the escape port will increase escapement 
of subleg~ls while retaining legals. 
Four overnight sets of lobster traps were made at Anacapa Island 
during cruise 74-KB-5. A total of 52 trap sets resulted in a catch 
of 11 lobsters with 8 (73%) legal. Diver pickup was much more pro-
ductive, resulting in 46 lobsters wi~h 13 (28%) legal. All but 3 
females were plastered; the 3 unplastered females were mature and 
ready for mating. 
Four months of lobster logs have been key punched. Catch/effort 
listings have been prepared for three months. Tactics are being ex-
amined to determine population parameter estimates. We hope to 
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generate population estimates which are practical and can be used 
for effective management. 
6. MARICULTURE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT (Bartlett Project 4 20 R) 
Market crab fecundity studies were concluded at the end of the winter 
season of the occurrence of ovigerous specimens. Counts of larvae 
hatGhing from sponges of eggs were obtained from 11 crabs, 6 from 
the Crescent City area and 5 from the San Francisco region. 
Both continuous flow and static culture experiments of crab larvae 
are in progress. Larval culture densities and temperatures are 
being examined. La~vae from the San Francisco region and the 
Crescent City region are also being compared for survival charac-
teristics. 
Temperature tolerance studies of adult red abalone were accomplished. 
Test animals were acclimated at 150 C and exposed to higher temperature 
elevations. A progress report was prepared for P.G.&E. who is 
supporting, in part, the study. . 
A Hypalon rubber liner was received and installed in our main 20,000 
gallon storage reservoir. 
7 • SPECIAL STUDIES PROGRAM 
A. Sea Otter Studies 
Work on se~ otter necropsies was continued intermittently during 
the month. Sea otter carcass recoveries have continued at a low 
level compared to the same period last year. 
Ancel Johnson, u. S. Fish and Wildlife Service biologist, met with 
project members at Monterey to discuss sea otter research and related 
problems. Johnson was recently appointed to the position at Seattle 
from which Karl Keyon retired. Johnson will be working on sea otters 
in Alaska and north Pacific Islands. . 
Research on Pismo clams conducted by Moss Landing Marine Labor~tories, 
California State University, revealed that sea otter foraging has 
virtually eliminated sport clam digging off Salinas River State Beach, 
just south of Moss Landing. Sea otters moved into this area in the 
summer of 1973 and within 6 months Pismo clam populations were reduced 
to non-harvestable levels. Communications with personnel at Moss 
Landing Marine Laboratories on February 21 revealed otters are now 
foraging northward at Zmudowski State Beach, where large numbers of 
shells broken in a manner characteristic of sea otter, are visible 
during low tides. 
B. Market Crab Studies 
Inclement weather combined with poor commercial catches precluded 
obtaining additional gravid female market crabs from the Eureka area 
during the month for pesticide and trace and major element te~ting. 
A literature search of references pertinent to this work is underway. 
C. Miscellaneous 
Ames assisted on an abalone/lobster cruise at the Channel Islands 
during February 8-14. 
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8.  PELAGIC FIStI 
A. Fishery 
Landings in tons 
Species 
Anchovy 
Mackerel, jac.k. 
Mackerel, Pacific 
Sardines 
Squid 
TOTAL 
February 
1974* 1973 
11,114 23 
600 212 
875 1,193 
12,589 1,428 
January 1 - February 28 
10 yr. mean 
1974* 1973 1962- 1972 
19,357 117 8,502 
9·33 328 2,691 
276 
1 86 
2.,300 2,042 2,184 
22,590 2,488 13,739 
*Estimated. Accumulated landings are revised monthly. 
B. Fishery Research Monitoring 
Anchovy: Southern California fishermen continued to find good sChools 
close to port throughout the month. Despite limited processing capac-
ities at canneries, the southern permit area total approached 100,000 
tons, and. the southern season was closed ~s of 12 noon PDT, February 
28, 1974. Earlier in the month, the fishing industry had asked the 
California Fish and Game Cornmdssion for an additional allotment, but 
the Cornmdssion did not take any action, so the 100,000 ton quota re-
mained in existence. 
At Monterey, two landings were made by one seiner late in the month. 
For most of February, fishermen received $47.50 per ton since local 
anchovy meal prices remained steady at $6.00 per unit which is equal 
to $390.00 per ton. The last week in February saw a price of $6.50 
per unit or $422.50 per ton. 
Jack Mackerel: Most of the mackerel catch was made near La Jolla, 
at H'orseshoe Kelp, or at Cortes Bank. 
Squid: Squid fishing dropped off slightly from January, but fisher-
men still found some good concentrations of squid around Catalina 
Island. 
Live Bai~: Live bait fishing during the early part of February 
followed the same general pattern established in the four preceeding 
months. The availability of anchovies was good in all areas and 
bait haulers were able to meet their commdtments with minimum 
difficulties. 
Since the middle of February however, anchovies in the Oxnard-
Ventura area have become more difficult to obtain and bait 
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fishermen increased their efforts significantly. Even with in-
creased effort there were some days when they were unable to 
catch enough bait to meet their commitments. Additionally, 
fishermen in Santa Monica Bay, which has enjoyed a successful 
winter of fishing to date, have reported problems in obtaining 
b ai t during the l'as t few days 0 f the month. 
Live bait fishing in all other areas continued to yield good 
results. 
C. Mackerel Tagging Program: No tagging operations were conducted 
in February due to poor availability of fish; however, eight 
tagged Pacific mackerel and four tagged jack mackerel were re-
turned this month. All of the jack mackerel were recaptured at 
their release site while four of the eight Pacific mackerel showed 
considerable movement. Pacific mackerel movements of note were: 
Cedros Island, Baja California, to La Jolla (513 days); La Jolla 
to Redondo Beach (36 days); San Clemente Island to Redondo Beach 
(64 days) and Redondo Beach to Ventura (173 days). 
Subpopulation analysis is continuing on the jack mackerel resource. 
Efforts are concentrated on blood serum protein electrophoresis, 
and reviewing previously collected morphometric and meristic data. 
Considerable time has been spent this month in preparing for Cruise 
74A2 (Mar. 4-28) on which we hope to sample and tag jack mackerel 
offshore and in Baja California waters. 
Squid: Data from daily market landings were gathered and analyzed 
for ageing and population studies. 
Herring: Population studies are continuing for San Francisco and 
Toma~es Bay. San Francisco Bay had a spawning run (Feb. 5-11) 
that was estimated at 6,700-7,200 tons. The spawn covered 16 miles 
of shor.eline. Tomales Bay had a spawning run (Feb. 5-11) that was 
estimated at 1,800 tons. 
D. Fisheries Resources Sea Survey (M63Rll) 
An experimental acoustic cruise was completed aboard the ALASKA. 
A light mesh cage of low acoustical reflection was suspended 
beneath the transducer of our scientific echo sounder and a 
number of live anchovies added. Echo levels produced by these 
fish were recorded by oscilloscope for comparison with those 
obtained from wild schools. Diver observations indicated the 
enclosed fish schooled much more densely than natural schools. 
Echo levels were subsequently at the saturation level and could 
not be realis tically compared wi th those of wild schools. 
A large school of anchovies was located and measured acoustically. 
Seventy-seven tons were caught by a purse seiner which took less 
than half the school. The seiner skipper estimated the whole 
school contained 200 tons. 
A short acoustic survey during the cruise found most of the anchovy 
population has moved south and southeast of San Pedro and is in 
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small evasive schools typical of this time of year. Relatively 
small quantities of fish were located in limited areas south of 
Point Fermin and near Point Dume. These fish were in large 
fishable schools and have been sustaining the fishery during this 
month. 
The data report for sea surveys during 1973 was sent to the printer 
early this month. 
Sea Survey Data Analysis: Sardine effort analysis for the 1954-55 
through 1960-61 seasons continued this month. The rest of the 
month was taken up analyzing various statistical parameters of 
jack mackerel, sardines, and Pacific mackerel. 
9. BIG GAME 
A. Albacore - Research 
Life History: Age and growth--Scales taken during the 1973 season 
were read and stored in envelopes. 
Population Dynamics: The logs for 1973 were sorted, reedited, and 
matched to the cover sheets. The punch card format was revised 
and significant progress was made toward completing the new computer 
programs. Plans were made with N.M.F.S. for printing the albacore 
logbooks for 1974. 
Fisheries 
No action. 
B. Bluefin Tuna" Research 
Life History: Age and growth--Work continued on analysis of the 
1963-1970 bluefin tuna catch and age composition data. Reading of 
the 1971-1973 scale samples continued. 
Fisheries 
No action. 
c. Pacific Bonito - Research 
Life History: Age and growth--The final reading of all otoliths for 
the age and growth paper has been completed. A von Bertalanffy growth 
curve and a length-weight table are being computed through the use 
of the BGC2, BGC4, and WTLN computer programs. 
Migration~-In February, four tags were returned. 
Resource Management: Partyboat sampling--Fishing effort was 39 per-
cent less in January than during December, while the catch in 
January (473) was 87 percent less than in December (3,580). The 
abundance index (0.04) for January indicates that anglers found 
bonito less abundant than during December when the index was 0.19. 
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Fisheries 
Sport: Fishing was poor this month. 
Commercial: No bonito were landed. 
D. Barracuda - Resear~h 
Life History: Migration--one tagged barracuda was recovered during 
February. It was at liberty 244 days, and was caught 6 miles south 
of its release point at La Jolla. 
Resource Management:· Partyboat and market sampling--No barracuda 
were sampled. Although figures for this month are incomplete, fish-
ing effort in January was 79 percent lower than during December, 
and the landings in January were 85 percent lower. 
Fisheries 
No action. 
E. White Seabass - Research 
Resource Management: Partyboat sampling--No white seabass were 
measured on partyboats this month. 
( 
Figures for February are incomplete; however, the fishing effort in 
January was 73 percent lower than in December and anglers caught 
about 75 percent fewer white seabass. In addition the abundance 
index of 0.002 indicates that partyboat anglers found white seabass 
slightly less abundant in January than during December. 
Market sampling--White seabass landed at the fresh fish markets 
were sampled in February. The eight fish measured ranged 84 to 
106 em in length and V to IX years in age. Preliminary results 
indicate that age groups VIII and IX contributed more than 62 percent 
of the catch. 
FEBRUARY 
Age group % age composition 
IV 
V 12 
VI 12 
VII 12 
VIII 25 
IX 38 
X 
Fisheries 
Sport: A few fish were caught by partyboats during the month. 
Commercial: One boat landed fish caught off Mexico. 
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F. California Yellowtail - Research 
Resource Management: Partyboat sampling--Figures for February are 
incomplete; however, the fishing effort in January was 72 percent 
lower than in December, and anglers caught 71 percent more yellow-
tail. In addition the abundance index of 0.485 indicates that party-
boat anglers found yellowtail more abundant in January than during 
December. 
FEBRUARY JANUARY 
% age Estimated Abundance 
Age group composition catch (nos) index 
II 
III 5 39 0.0243 
IV 
V 14 109 0.0678 
VI 62 484 0.3012 
VII 19 148 0.0921 
VIII 
Market sampling--Yellowtail landed at the fresh fish markets were 
sampled in February. The one fish measured was 85 cm long. 
Fisheries 
Sport: An unexpected show of yellowtail off Rocky Point produced 
catches by Redondo boats for about 6 days near the middle of the month. 
Commercial: No action. 
10. SPORTFISH IMPROVEMENT PROJECT 
A ·scheduled plant of 5,000 juvenile striped bass for the Ventura River 
was postponed, possibly cancelled. The Fullerton Federation of Fly 
Fishermen complained striped bass would damage the small fishery for 
steelhead in the lower river. Preparations to plant 10,000 stripers 
in Newport Harbor continued. One thousand bass have been tagged at 
the hatchery, and life support systems on the N. B. SCOFIELD readied 
for the 6-inch fish. 
A spotted sand bass tagging derby, sponsored annually by the Long 
Beach Casting Club in Newport Bay, netted .78 fish for tagging. 
Lengths ranged from 7.25 to 15 inches. Eighty-five percent were less 
than the legal 12 inches. 
The Ocean Fishing Map of Orange and San Diego Counties was received 
from the State Printing Office. Copies are available for distribution. 
A Los Angeles County map is underway. 
Catch Assessment: Sixteen man-days were spent on Orange County 
sampling sites in February. Species composition and length frequencies 
were obtained at a skindiving meet at Aliso Beach. Many species were 
represented that have not been observed during angler surveys at the 
same location. Sheephead, for example, were common among the divers, 
unrecorded for anglers. 
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11. SPORTFISH 
A. Partyboat 
The preliminary report of partyboat catch and effort for January 1974 
compares with 1973 as follows: 
THROUGH JANUARY 1974 1973 
Rockfish 128,941 134,545 
Pacific mackerel 1,599 3,934 
Yellowtail 780 1,641 
Kelp - sand bass 753 6,590 
Bonito 474 15,278 
Striped bass 337 123 
Sturgeon 142 114 
Halfmoon 120 2,600 
California halibut 27 136 
Barracuda 16 831" 
Salmon 2 2 
Total catch 139,671 176,236 
Total anglers 14,580 19,314 
B. Central California Marine Sportfish Survey 
Project personnel spent the greater part of the month formulating 
sampling procedures and scheduling of project studies. 
The OPHIODON was repaired and is now ready for operation. 
Miller presented project findings on the effects of sea otter pre-
dation on inshore marine resources on a panel at the joint annual 
meeting of the California-Nevada Chapter, American Fisheries 
Society and Western Section, the Wildlife Society on February 2, 
1974. 
Miller participated in a marine ecology seminar at University of . 
California, Santa Cruz, emphasizing sea otter foraging to 40 staff 
members and students on February 12. 
Several press and TV releases were made by Miller regarding sea 
otters: Two articles in the Monterey Peninsula Herald on 
February 3 and February 6; a report on sea otter foraging on Pismo 
clams was filmed for TV Channel 2, KTVU, Oakland, on February 7; 
a letter to the Editor, San Francisco Examiner was printed on 
February 18. 
Houk dove with Moss Landing Marine Laboratories personnel in our 
study area in Carmel Bay and Monterey on February 4, 7, and 25. 
Project personnel met with Dr. Thomas Thompson at Moss Landing 
regarding future cooperative studies in Carmel Bay on February 21. 
The 1972 skindiving paper was submitted for printing this month. 
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12. ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES 
A. Water Quality Activities 
Waste Discharge Reguirements: Concurrence with three tentative waste 
discharge requirements was indicated to appropriate Regional Water 
Quality Control Boards. 
Regional and State Board Activities: Meetings were attended with 
staff of the San Diego RWQCB regarding the formulations of modified 
or alternate water quality objectives and a marine monitoring program 
as required by the conditional Thermal Plan exception for Encina 
Power Plant, Unit #5. 
Bioassay procedures used in evaluting an unauthorized waste discharge 
to Ballona Creek by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Inc., in August 1973 were 
reviewed with the Los Angeles RWQCB. 
Additional input was provided to the State Board staff regarding 
the Thermal Plan Heat Treatment Exception Study proposal for San Onofre 
Units 2 and 3. 
Project Review: Informal comments were provided to J. B. Gilbert  
and Associates, in regard to a draft document on Primary Operational 
Impacts for the City of San Francisco's proposed waste discharge 
system. 
Miscellaneous: A listing of priority ranked ocean water quality·  
monitoring stations was submitted to Leonard Fisk for use in Basin 
Planning efforts.  
Dr. Michael Martin, Associate Water Quality Biologist, joined the 
staff. Headquartered in Monterey, he will be responsible for water 
quality matters in the ocean from San Luis Obispo County to the Oregon 
border. His activities will include operation of the Granite Canyon 
Marine Bioassay Laboratory. 
Pollution Control Activities: Dominguez Channel and Los Angeles-
Long Beach Harbors were quarantined following contamination by the 
Los Angeles County Sanitation District with untreat.e-d sewage. Problems 
developed that required discharge to avoid flooding a pumping plunt.  
Dead'and dying fish near the area of discharge could not be con-
dusively attributed to the discharge. 
Highly caustic waste was accidentally discharged into Dominguez 
Channel near Los Angeles Harbor by American Chemical Company. No fish 
kill was observed a~though undiluted waste killed test fish in 10 
minutes. ·Continued assistance will be provided to Wildlife Protection 
Branch in this matter.  
Assistance was provided in sampling clam populations within Agua 
Hediondo Lagoon in response to sportsmen's complaints of clam dieoffs.  
No conclusive evidence was found. 
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B. Water Development Activities 
Army Corps of Engineers: Corps Public Notices were received for 16 
project proposals (13, L.A. District; 3 S.F. District). No major' 
impacts on marine resourc.es were identified. 
Project Review: Additional comments were submitted to the Public 
Utilities Commission in regard to Southern California Ediso~ Company's 
Huntington Beach Combined Cycle Power Plant project. It was re-
quested that project certification be withheld until. suitable 
mitigation measures for marsh losses are agreed to. 
Coastal Zone Commissions: The Marine Element of the Coastal Zone 
Plan was reviewed for the Central Coastal Zone Commission. 
Public hearings were attended in San Diego for the Marine Element 
presentation and at the reconsideration vote for San Onofre Units 2 
and 3 at Santa Barbara. 
Review of a final draft of the Marine Element of the Coastal Zone 
Plan is in progress for the South Coastal Zone Commission. 
Miscellaneous: Recommendations endorsing the concept of a Marine 
Drive Bridge Fishing Pier, by the City of Long Beach were formulated 
for submission to the Wildlife Conservation Board. 
Comments regarding water quality aspects and additional development 
proposals for Phase II of the Bolsa Chica Plan were submitted to 
Headquarters. 
All staff personnel attended Environmental Services Branch meeting 
San Diego for three days. 
13. INSHORE FISHERIES HABITAT EVALUATION AND MONITORING 
Project effort was devoted to lobster and abalone research during 
the month. 
ENVIRONMENTAL AND BEHAVIORAL STUDIES OF COASTAL SPORTFISHES 
On February 20, a surplus barge, donated by the U. S. Navy, was 
sunk as an addition to the Redondo Canyon artificial reef. The 
sinking of the 100 ft long vessel was an excellent example of 
Murphy's Law in action--the barge came to rest on the sea floor lying 
on its side. Arrangements have been made to use the N. B. SCOFIELD 
to pull the barge over so that it will rest flat on the bottom. 
Duffy met with a newswoman from television station KTLA for a tele-
vised interview concerning the barge and its potential as a haven 
for fish. 
Further work was accomplished on the CONES study this month. The 
exact locations of the stations and transect line were determined 
for historical purposes and a fathogram was made of the study area. 
Duffy spent one Saturday supervising the relocation of a Pismo clam 
bed from inshore of the wrecked LA JENNELLE at Oxnard. This effort 
by a group of sport divers was in preparation for the conversion of 
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the wreck into an offshore reef and shoreside fishing pier. This 
conversion would necessitate covering the original clam bed with 
land-fill to provide a connection from the shore to the proposed pier. 
Duffy and Dixon attended the Departmental diver certification school 
held at Santa Catalina Island during the last week of the month. 
14. KELP PROJECT 
A ~otal of 210 Macrocystis plants, representing about 6300 pounds 
of plant biomass, was transplanted from Catalina Island kelp beds 
to our study area at Abalone Cove aboard the R/V KELP BASS during 
February. Transplants were attached to heavy destroyer-type anchor 
chains installed during January operations. 
A small bed of Macrocystis plants ranging from 2 months to about 2 
years in age was discovered in 10 to 15 feet of water in the immediate 
vicinity of the transplant site. This is the first time that 
naturally settled Macrocystis plants have survived long enough to 
establish an expanding bed of reproducing adults since initial kelp 
restoration efforts were undertaken in 1967. Most of the plants have 
arisen as recruitment from transplants brought in during 1972 and 1973. 
The presence of large numbers of transplants in the immediate vicinity 
of this small bed has also provided the large plant biomass necessary 
to protect these young plants from grazing damage. 
Reconnaissance operations were initiated by project personnel to 
locate an additional site to begin transplant operations. A possible 
location was found in Christmas Tree Cove near Palos Verdes Point. 
The tentative site is 2.5 miles northwest of the present study area 
in Abalone Cove. 
Five more shots, 450 feet., of heavy anchor chain were obtained from 
federal government excess property sources. We plan to use this 
chain to anchor transplants in the newly established study area. 
Accompanied by Jack Baldwin, of the Long Beach Independent Press Tele-
gram, project personnel surveyed a portion of the Long Beach Harbor 
looking for newly established kelp beds that had been reported to 
Lhe newspaper. We discovered that a narrow band of Sargassum agardhi-
anum had become established upon several hundred yards of rocky 
rubb~e bordering a landfill in the southeast basin area of Long Beach 
Harbor. 
15. DIABLO CANYON ECOLOGICAL SURVEY (P.G.&E. Contract 81902) 
Four randomly selected intertidal stations were completed in the 
Diablo C~ve and North Control areas and one, a special abalone 
collection, was made for the temperature tolerance studies at the 
Marine Culture Laboratory. Subtidal observations were precluded 
by poor weather. An inspection was made at Diablo Cove where the 
outfall cofferdam is being removed, and the first intertidal fish 
collection in the North Control Are~ was accomplished. 
Work continued on the quantitative algae samples collected during 
February and previous months. 
On February 3, Gotshall and Laurent worked in the Monterey area 
with John McKenzie of Conservation Education section, George Madsen 
of Water Resources, and Dave Zeiner of Marine Resources Branch in 
the filming of a tidepool movie. 
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16. MARINE FISHERIES STATISTICS 
A. Source Documents 
The following source documents were edited: September market and 
trawlers; January cannery and marine sport catch logs. 
Editing is in progress on the following source documents: 
October market and trawlers; 1973 thirteenth period and January 
1974 marine sport catch logs. 
The January marine sport catch letter was prepared and distributed. 
The January striped bass listing was provided to Anadramous Fish 
Investigations. 
"B. Machine Data Processing 
Regular reports tabulated were: 1973 thirteenth period and 
January 1974 marine sport catch series; August statistical 
reports and September trawlers. 
Special jobs completed were: bluefin tuna logs report one; the 
lunar deck for pelagic fish and a cruise deck for Dick Heimann. 
C. Licenses and Registrations 
Master list changes were sent to Sacramento and the field offices. 
Sales of licenses and boat registrations as of February 21, 1974 
are as follows: 
Commercial Fishing Licenses 12,024 
Commercial Boat Registrations - 5,947 
Sportfishing Boat Licenses 593 
D. Information 
Regular reports were decoded and distributed. The January tuna 
letter and August cumulative landings by area were prepared and 
mailed. 
Special reports were provided to warden Jack Edwards on lobster 
and crab landings and values; sport salmon catches in the Gulf of 
Farallones for Bill Sholes; tuna landings for Craig Orange of 
IATTC and agar harvest poundages by statistical blocks for Emil 
Smith. 
E. Fishery Surveillance 
A field trip to Santa Barbara was completed to resolve several 
landing receipt and licensing agent problems. MOst of the 
remainder of February was spent on working down a large CTO balance. 
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F. NMFS Commercial Fisheries Survey 
Computer problems at Control Data Corporation have delayed 
initiation of catch by distance from shore studies for the past 
two months. 
Questionnaire survey returns to date have numbered 1145; a 48.8% 
return of delivered returns. Keypunching of the return data is 
up to date and tabulation of results will be completed within the 
next month. 
17. VESSELS 
ALASKA 
From the 13th through the 22nd the vessel engaged in a pelagic 
fish study off southern California. The balance of the month the 
vessel was in the yard for its annual overhaul. 
N. B. SCOFIELD 
The vessel was securred for maintenance and CTO. 
KELP BASS 
On February 1 and from the 4th through the 7th, the vessel was 
engaged in a kelp transplant from Catalina to Palos Verdes 
Peninsula. 
From the 8th through the 14th and from the 20th through the 22nd, 
the KELP BASS conducted and abalone/lobster study off the Channel 
Islands and southern California islands. 
On the 26th, 27th, and 28th the vessel conducted a diver certifi-
cation off Catalina Island. 
18. MISCELLANEOUS 
A. Meetings, Talks and Visitors 
January 28 -Wild met with Griffith, Curtis, Woods, and 
Morgan a~ the Field Station in Sacramento to 
plan pesticide and heavy metal testing in 
market crabs. 
January 30-31 -Ancel Johnson, u.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
biologist working on sea otters in Alaska, visited 
the Monterey and Marine Culture Laboratories and 
met with Miller, Wild, and Ames at Monterey. 
January 31 
February 1-2 
February 2 
February 5 
February 6 
February 7 
February 11 
February 12-13 
February 13 
February 13-14 
February 15 
February 15 
February 20 
·February 20-21 
February 21 
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-Gotshall and Laurent met with Leonard Fisk and 
John Day of Environmental Services Branch to 
discuss the marine monitoring portion of the 
Water Quality Plan. 
-Gotshall and Laurent attended joint meeting of 
American Fisheries Society and Wildlife Society 
in Monterey. 
-Ebert presented a paper on the thermal tolerance 
of the red abalone at the joint annual meeting 
of the Wildlife Society/A.F.S. held in Monterey. 
-Gates participated in Oral Board examinations 
for Associate and Assistant Marine Biologists--
Sacramento. 
-Gates and Kaneen met with Ron Strachan, Sou~hern 
California Edison. 
-Gates, Kaneen and Frey attended the California 
Fish and Game Commission meeting at San Luis Obispo. 
-Kaneen, Frey, Ebert and Jow met with E. J. Dubiel, 
Deputy Attorney General, concerning the Santa 
Barbara.Oil Spill. 
-Quirollo participated in a Sea Grant Workshop 
on international fisheries and product develop-
ment at Eureka. 
-Gates participated in Oral Board examinations 
for Associate and Assistant Marine Biologists--
Sacramento. 
-Frey and Ally met with Tom Thompson and Ron Evans, 
Moss Landing Marine Laboratories, to discuss 
squid research and a Sea Grant proposal. 
~Gates participated in Oral Board examinations 
for Associate and Assistant Marine Biologists--
Sacramento. 
-Kaneen and Frey attendefr a meeting with the 
fishing industry to discuss legislation concerning 
commercial fish taxes and licenses. 
-Orcutt met with Phil Roedel, Coordinator, Marine 
Recreation Programs, NOAA, at Menlo Park to dis-
cuss federal-state recreational activities in 
marine areas with special reference to Sea Grant 
projects. 
-Gates attended Regional Managers/Principle 
Officers meeting--Sacramento. 
-Phil Roedel met with various staff members at 
Long Beach. 
February 21 
February 21 
February 25-26 
Februar,Y 26 
February 26 
February 27 
B. Personnel 
January 22 
January 30 
January 30 
January 31 
January 31 
February 28 
February 28 
(1~~ ~.~ 
DoyJje E. Gates 
Regional Manager 
MRR-LB/200 
2-4-74/cc 
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-Laurent presented a talk about marine environ-
mental studies at Diablo Canyon Power Plant to 
a professional and business women's organization 
in Monterey. 
-Frey met with Doug Martin to discuss various 
publications and printing funds. 
-Dahlstrom participated in State/Federal meeting 
on crab; Portland, Oregon. 
-Gates chaired MRR staff meeting--Long Beach. 
-Carlisle attended meeting of various agencies 
to discuss development of Sweetwater Marsh area 
with. a proposed m~rina, park, etc. National City. 
-Frey, Mais, and Maxwell met with Chuck Garrison 
and Bill Nott to discuss the anchovy resources 
off California. 
-Sandra Lyon, Tab Machine Operator, Marine 
Fisheries Statistics, Long Beach, separated. 
" 
-Susan Dezarov, Steno II, Marine Technical Infor-
mation Center, Long Beach, separated. 
-Ethel Lavitt, Clerk Typist II, Marine Fisheries 
Statistics, Long Beach, separated. 
-Michael Martin, Associate Water Quality Biologist, 
Environmental Services, Long Beach, transferred 
to Menlo Park. 
-Arthur E. Orjalo, Senior Account Clerk, Marine 
Fisheries Statistics, Long Beach, appointed. 
-Judy Stary, Clerk Typist II, Administration, 
Long Beach, separated. 
-David A. Bohnert, Tab Machine Operator, Marine 
Fisheries Statistics, Long Beach, separated. 
Report for Month of FEB 1974 
A. ARREST REPORT 
Number of persons arrested as compared to same periods last year: 
177 139 
Same Month Last Year Current Month 
396 371 
Total Arrests Same Period Last Year Total Arrests This Year 
Remarks - To explain any marked changes in above totals 
$ 8,211.00Fines paid...................... $ 5,462.00 
Same Month Last Year Current Month 
$ 12,335.00 $ 17,067.00Total fines to date•••••••••••• 
Same Period Last Year Same Period This Year 
Remarks To explain any marked changes in abov~ totals 
Jail days s.erved; •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~5~ _ 
Jail·days sllspended •••••••••••••••••••••• : ••••••••••• o __ 
Cas.es Dismissed.••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 _ 
Cases in which all of fine was suspended ••••••••••••• l_6 __ 
Juvenile cases turned over to juvenile 
authorities or parents contacted ••••••••••••••••••• ~O------ _ 
Hunting licenses revoked by court •••••••••••••••••••• ~O---------
Hunting licenses suspended by court •••••••••••••••••• ~O---------
Sport fishing licenses revoked by court•••••••••••••• ~O__---------
Sport fishing licenses suspended by court•••••••••••• ~O__---------
Summary: Following is the number of violations prosecuted against type of violation. 
Hunting t no license••••••••••• Angling, no license•••••••••••••• 
Wa terfowl ••••••••••• ~ •• 0 ••••••• 1 No inland stamp••••••••••••••• --a ••• 
Deer•••••••••••••••••••••••••• Trout•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Phea~ant•••••••••••••••••••••• Striped Bass ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Resident ~mall game ••••••••••• Other inland fish •••••••••••••••• 
Doves and pigeons •••••••••••••. 1 Angling more than one rod •••• ; ••• 1 
Mountain 1ton••••• : ••••••••••• Clams and shellfish •••••••••••••• 88 
Bear•• ~ ••••••••••••.••••••••••• Commercial abalone ••••••••••••••• 5 
Raptors••••••••••••••••••••••• Commercial lobster••••••••••••••• 3 
Loaded gun in car••••••••••••• Commercial fish •••••••••••••••••• 4 
Baited pond shooting•••••••••• Commercial fish records •••••••••• 
Protected nonga:me b~rds. fully 
protected,rare or end. species 
Ocean spo.rtfi sh ••••••••••• ~ ••• '••• 
Pollution (5650) (Oil) ••••••••••• 
5 
7 
Litter••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••• 
Public shooting area trespass. 
Trespa.ss (2016-18) •.••••••••••• 1601-1602 •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
" If (0 ther )"••••••••• 
Stream obstruction .(5948) •••••••• 
·PrOhibited ~pecies••• ; •••••••• Miscellaneous•••••••••••••••••••• 4 
TOTAL • • -. • • • • • • • 139 
• 
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B. ASSISTANCE TO OTHER-LAW ~FORCEMrnT ACmCIES 
1. Number of cases' filed by Wildlife Protection officers 
for violation of Penal o~ other code sections•••••••••••••••••• 1 
2. Number of cases filed by Wildlife Protection officers 
for c1 ty or county ordinances._ ••••••••••••••••••••••• "; •••••••• ; o 
3. Number of cases turned over to federal agencies for filing ••••••• o 
4. Number of cases of assistance to other agencies resulting in 
filing of charg~s ~not included in 1; 2, or 3 above) •••••••••• ~ 0 _ 
5.  Number of cases involving felony charges•••••••••• ! •••••••••••••• :0 
6. Section 15i"Harbors & Navigation Code $3,000.00 1 
Total Fines.Paid cases 
C. DEER ACCIDENTALLY KILLED 
1." Road kills by motor vehicles o 
.02. Kills from other ~auses (railroads-, canals, dogs, etc.) 
D. HUNTER SAFETY REPORT 
1. Hours spend on Hunter Safety Training•••••••••••••••••••••••• _ 
2.  IIunter Safety classes attended ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ 
3.  Hunter Safety instructo.rs contacted•••••••••••••••••••••·••.••• _ 
4. Hunter Safety instructor applicants interviewed•••••••••••••• _ 
5.  Hunter safety instruct?r training classes conducted •••••••••• ---
a. Number of instructors attending•••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ 
6.  Public agencies (law enforcement agencies t recreational 
departments or districts, schools, etc.> contacted about 
Hunter Safety•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• _ 
7. ·Private organizations (service clubs, Boy Scouts, sports-
-men clubs, etc.) contacted about Hunter Safety •••••••'•••••••• _ 
*8. Expenses charged to Federal Aid W58Hl during report period ••• _ 
*9. Mileage charged to Federal Aid W58Hl during report period •••• _ 
*Regional Hunter Safety Coordinator Federal" Aid W58Hl Employees 
only. 
10. Narrative report of highlights in Regional Hunter Safety activities. 
(Use space below or additional sheets): 
